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WAREHOUSE NEGOTIATIONS OPEN
Labor Backed
DemocratBans
Pro-labor Bill
PORTLAND—Oregon labor is stuck
for another two years with the picket
curb imposed by the 1953 legislature.
A repeal bill passed the House, but
failed in the Senate when Dan Thiel,
the Democratic senator from ClatsopColumbia counties, joined GOP solons
to vote the bill down.
This legislative knife-in-the back oeeurred in spite of the fact that Thiel
Is a Democrat, and it was the Oregon
unions' get-out-the-vote drive which
catapulted the state for the first time
Into Democratic ranks.
There is quite a story behind the
sellout, Matt Meehan, ILWU International Representative, reveals. Last
fall when Bob Holmes, the senator
from the lower Columbia with a good
labor record, was elected governor, it
was necessary to appoint a successor.
"Since WWII has four locals in the
area, 18, 50, 45 and 68, and we did not
want to gain a governor, only to lose a
senator," Meehan said,"we were interested when labor recommended a union
official long active in the Democratic
party for the post. But he was turned
down by the county Democratic central committee in favor of Thiel, an
Astoria businessman.
And last week the voters of Matson
and Columbia counties, nearly all of
whom belong to unions, witnessed their
senator voting with the employers to
hang on to the state's anti-labor law.

Fishermen
Face Third
NLRB Case
SAN PEDRO — ILWU Local 33
(Seiner Fishermen) was involved in
a third NLRB case last week, when
AFL-CIO Fishermen's Union attorney,
Robert Gilbert, filed unfair labor practice charges against it.
The charges allege that Local 33
rejected applicants for extra longshore
work furnished through Local 13, because the applicants refused to attend
Labor Board hearings on Local 33's
petition for a representation election
among San Pedro fishermen.
Local 33 Secretary John Royal denies the charges, which were based on
a complaint by AFL-CIO member Joe
Sogliuzzo. Royal pointed out that about
200 AFL-CIO members were on the
list for extra longshore work and that
none of them had been discriminated
against in being.dispatched to work.
"Our only preference is that we give
work first to fishermen still working
on the boats to encourage them to
stick with their boats," Royal said.
"Otherwise, we use a rotational basis
with men low in work hours given
first chance to work."
Besides the hearings for an election,
Local 33 also has charges of unfair
labor practices filed against the boatowners who locked out Local 33 members and then signed a backdoor contract with the AFL-CIO Seine and
Line Fishermen‘

Who Said It?
"Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every
rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those who
hunger and are not /d, those who are cold and are not clothed.
This world in arms is not spending money alone.
It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children.
The cost of one modern heavy bomber is this: a modern
brick school in more than 30 cities.
It is two electric plants, each serving a town of 60,000 population.
It is two fine, fully equipped hospitals.
It is fifty miles of concrete highway.
We pay for a single fighter plane with half a million bushels
of wheal.
We pay for a single destroyer with new homes that could have
housed more than 8,000 people.
This, I repeat, is the best way of life to be found on the road
the world has been taking.
This is not a way of life at all, in any true sense. Under the
cloud of threatening war, it is humanity hanging from a cross
of iron."
(See back page for name of author.)

Group Will
Fix Policy
In LA Drug
LOS ANGELES—Election of a 25man wholesale drug policy committee
will be completed in plant meetings of
ILWU Local 26 members this month,
to begin preparations for next year's
negotiations with the industry.
Objectives of the committee will be:
A study of contract improvements;
Study and preparation of an industry-wide employer-paid health and
welfare program;
Consider methods of organizing office workers in the drug houses;
Maintain contact with other unions
that assisted Local 26 in this year's
strike, and find other support.
Five members will be elected from
•each of the three larger warehouses,
two each from three houses, and one
each from the four smallest shops.

Local 26 Vet
Jack Steinhart
Dies Suddenly
LOS ANGELES—Jack Steinhart, a
former president of ILWU Local 26
and a former member of the ILWU
International Executive Board, died
Thursday, April 11, of a cerebral hemorrhage, at Kaiser Foundation llospitaL
An active member of the ILWU for
many years, Brother Steinhart was a
delegate to this year's International
convention, as he had been several
times before. He had served as a vicepresident of Local 26 and many years
as an executive board member.
His history in organized labor began as a shop steward at Berg Metals.
He is survived by his wife, a daughter,
a on and two grandchildren,

This picture
taken of Jack
Steinhart at the microphone during the
12th Biennial Convention of ILWU in
San Francisco April 1-5 was 'probably
his last. He died April 11 following a

Last Picture
cerebral hemorrhage.

Demand for
25c Raise
Presented
SAN FRANCISCO — Negotiations between Warehouse
Union, Local 6, ILWU and the
Distributors Association of
Northern California opened here
last week with the union presenting its demands for a 25 cent
per hour across-the-board wage
increase, changes in classifications and skilled differentials and
a three weeks vacation after five
years service, and four after 20
years.
These are the demands that were
voted to be opened at this contract negotiation by the last Local 6 convention—the 12th Annual Contract and
Constitutional Convention, held Marck
2.
At the first session on April 15, held
at DANC headquarters, the union was
represented by International officers,
elected officers and an elected rank
and file committee.
Charles (Chili) Duarte, Local 4
president acted as spokesman for the
union and J. Hart Clinton, of DANO
spoke for the employers.
As is the usual custom in the first
meeting, the employer group listened
to the union demands without comment, They stated they would make
no comment until they had studied the
union's demands and the various charts
and arguments the union submitted in
support of these demands.
WAGE RATES SLIPPING
On the 25 cents per hour across-theboard wage increase demand, the union
pointed to the fact that its basic wage
rate has been slipping lower and lower
in the last few years, in relation to
large groups of workers in other Indus.
tries in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In the past, the union spokesmen
told the employers, Local 6 warehouse
rates were higher than many sections
of industry in this area, today these
wage rates are lower.
It was also pointed out that increases
in wages due to increased productivity
is now a generally accepted principle
throughout the country.
SHOULD BE HIGHER NOW
In accordance with this principle—.
wages should go up as productivity
goes up—the union stated its members
basic rate should be $2.19 an hour
even before negotiations started.
The employers tOemseives have made
studies, as revealed in such publications
as Business Week, which show that
productivity per worker has increased
5 per cent per year.
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASED
Employers with whom Local 6 has
contracts have, with mechanization and
increased efficiency, equalled and in
many cases have actually surpassed
the national average.
Mechanization, the union spokesmen
said, has been so great that It has
caused a large shrinkage in the number
(Continued on page 6)
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It Might Look Good on Us, Too

By Harry Bridges
HE LATEST statement from the Department of Labor confirms what every worker and eVery housewife know from
their own experience—the cost of liv,ing in the United States
today is the highest on record. Each month that passes sees the
cost of everything froni food fp gasoline to shoes going up;
while wages continue to lag behind.
Because -the COmplaints about the .high cost .of living are getting more and more bitter, the politicians of both parties have
again repeated their promises about cutting taxes as one way
to ease up the pressure on American wage earners. At the same
time these same politicians are going through the annual bear
waltz with the administration about reducing government expenditures and carving down the budget.
Most taxes are hidden, and few workers really appreciate how
much of a cut is taken out of their check each week. The federal
withholding tax is only the first bite—and,this is taken off the
top before you get paid. All the other taxes are hidden in the
prices you pay for the goods you buy.
When a corporation pays a tax they, too, have to find the
money somewhere, so they collect it from the consumers who
purchase their goods. Every penny of taxes paid by General
Motors or Standard Oil or PG&E is covered by the price you
pay when you buy their products.
Then there are state taxes and city taxes and county taxes.
There are special excise taxes on cigarets, on cosmetics, on luggage, on gasoline, on whiskey and beer and on new automobiles.
They all add up to one of the heaviest tax loads in the world.
It's been estimated that about one-third of everyone's earning
power is eaten up by taxes. What this means is that if you work
12 months of a year all you make In January, February, March
and part of April goes to pay your tax bill. After that you start
working for yourself.

T

R LOOK AT IT another way. In the ILWU and In other
American unions today a real drive is developing for
shorter hours. Yet if the unions are successful in reducing the
rpm esess
work day or the work week while the tax bite stays the same,
then of course the proportion of your working time which goes
HE WHOLE WORLD must ;surely agree
The British have already announced very to pay taxes will increase.
it's a vicious circle which can only
that a worker's overalls are more noble Clearly that they intend to use this highly be broken by reducing
the government expenditures.
garb than any knight's armor or any general's skilled labor to produce for more overseas • The biggest part of the federal
budget paid for by taxes is the
trade—especially trade with the great Main- expenditure on the military—whether
gilt braid.
here at home or overseas.
The ILWU has been traditionally opposed to land China market.
And right here is a place where some real cuts could be made.
armaments—to universal military training—to
The British were forced by historical facts As far as reducing what we spend on our own armed forces is
high taxation for the purpose of building more of life to cut arms. What about an American concerned, Great Britain is now
giving us a good example of
weapons of destruction—to a life that is filled progam of arms cutting—while we can still. how taxes can be reduced
by cutbacks on military spending.
with fear and tension and a sense of futile do it voluntarily, not after we are forced to by
Few people realize that the overseas expenditure of the United
waste
:
the overwhelming burden of arms costs?
States—"foreign aid" as it is usually called-2-Is primarily for
Our union surely agrees with President Eismilitary Purposes, Of the billions being poured out each year
enhower's stirring statement made in April,
Into foreign countries, about 80 cents out of every dollar goes
1953 (as quoted in our "Who Said It" on page
RECOMMEND a careful reading of for military assistance and war preparation.
one):
W two policy statements adopted at the
When you take a look at the countries which are the heaviest
"Every gun that is made, every warship ILWU Twelfth Biennial Convention, on World
claimants on US financial assistance you don't find England
launched, every rocket fired signifies in the Peace and World Trade, both of which will be
or France leading the list—as many Americans imagine—but
final sense, a theft from those who hunger and carried in The Dispatcher sometime soon.
Korea, Formosa, Viet Nam, Pakistan and Turkey. When you
are not fed, those who are cold and are not
come right down to it the rulers of these countries have a neat
policies
shown,
its
The
sees,
have
ILWU
as
clothed."
the keystone of world peace to be found in racket. For repeating the nonsense that they are arming to fight
One could only wish that the President's
off a Communist invasion, or to invade China or North Korea as
closest advisors today would ready carefully this statement:
Chiang Kai-Shek and Synghman Rhee keep announcing, they
•All outstanding issues can and must be
back into his words of four years ago—they
receive in return a steady stream of US dollars. Of course the
can
win
side
its
no
negotiated
point
because
sense
today—particularly in view
make good
invasions never seem to come, but meanwhile some moth-eaten,
of the most recent news that Britain has de- by war. ... In the final analysis, peace must
anti-democratic regimes stay in power and a handful of top
cided to cut drastically its military defense rest upon the right of ordinary people to control their lives and their destinies as they see politicians grow fat while most of the people continue to try to
program, in effect to disarm.
Jive on incomes of about $150 a year--despite an the US dollars
The 1LWU's position on disarmament has fit."
And how does this tie in with world trade? which have poured into their lands.
been too often characterized as "subversive,"
It was answered again in the resolution
but is it?
adopted at the last ILWU convention in simple
OW THE HARD facts of life—as seen hi pork-chop terms that every citizen of this IN WESTERN EUROPE our billions have gone into building
up the so-called NATO armed forces which are supposed to
Britain's disarmament program — clearly world could affirm:
"Free and expanded world trade means more hold back a Russian invasion that has never come and which
shows how down-to-earth, how right, the
ILWU's traditional disarmament program has jobs and higher living standards and it pro- not a single European political leader expects. In fact, even
motes world peace."
been.
Secretary of State Dulles joined the "war is not inevitable"
It's clear that John Bull has been forced to chorus just the past week with his statement that the prospects
What the British have done they were
forced to do for sound economic reasons. They catch on to this simple fact.
for peace are improving and indicating his interest in a top level
couldn't carry the load of arms and be a
Isn't it time for America to get on this dis- negotiating conference with the Russians.
partner in any policy of containment any armament bandwagon? Overalls might look
On the other hand, the military build up in Western Europe
longer. They knew that if they continued their good on us, too.
paid for by the dollars of American taxpayers has found a use
government would collapse. What is motivating
—although not quite the one announced by the State Departthe conservative government is the simple
ment.
problem of saving their own system—at least
The English-French force Which Invaded Suez in an unsuctrying to save what is left—or else the whole
cessful attempt to regain control of the Middle East was eomset-up will fall apart.
posed largely of units and material withdrawn from Europe and
Yet already sornt sound results are being
the NATO setup. This force could not have been in existence
rob abed II tikel ilMr11.111i1011111 i01.110b.rDIM'Seadiler
felt by the British people and in the Commonwithout American dollars. The bombers and fighters which i'ere
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
weath. As a result of their armaments cutting Publisked every two weeks by the International Long- used to destroy Egyptian defenses were built with funds supprogram the British people, the most highly shoremen's & Warehousemen's Union at 150 Golden plied by our country and under an agreement which absolutely
taxed in the world, have already seen one small Gate Ave., Sac Francisco 2, Colic. Entered as second forbade their being used except in defense.
class matter as of Dec. 15, 1942, at the Post Office at
Meanwhile in Algeria the French are completely over their
tax cut. Even in Canada there has been a cut San Francisco, Calif.. under
the Act of August 24, 1912.
heads in a blood-letting which is more and more beginning to
In taxes.
Subscriptions $1.50 per year.
rehemble the French disaster in Indo-China. It is no secret that
For England the problem was pretty simple,
150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif.
without American aid the French efforts to destroy the Algerian
boiling down to something like this: they
Phone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospect 5-2220
freedom movement would collapse overnight.
couldn't have both guns and butter. The only BARR/ BRIDGES.
LOUIS GOLDBLATT.
Secretary-Treasurer
These are some of the uses and misuses to which our foreign
way to get more butter had to be fewer guns. I.President
GERMAIN BULOKE.
R. ROBERTSON.
military spending is put. They should be chopped off at once,
Second Vice President
First Vice President
This, among other things, releases more skilled
FATALE/,
MORRIS WATSON.
and the resulting reduction in the federal budget passed on In
men for employment In expanded civilian in- LINCOLN
Information Director
Research Director
the form of tax relief to all Americans.
dustry.
(Deadline for Beet isnot May 1)
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Eastland Temporarily Balked in
Use of Vicious Immunity' Law
(Front The Dispateher's Washington Korean)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee has
been temporarily balked in a plan to
use the Immunity Law for an additional smear on Hawaiian statehood
and the ILWU.
A federal circuit court here has
stayed the effectiveness of orders empowering the committee to compel four
witnesses, three from Hawaii, to testify in exchange for immunity from
prosecution. The ruling had the effect
of suspending subpoenas requiring the
witnesses to appear before the Eastland unit.
The appeals court acted after District Judge David A. Pine signed the
first immunity grants ever issued under a provision of a 1954 law compelling witnesses to testify before Con.
gressional committees. This action was
immediately followed by committee
subpoenas.
EMERGENCY ORDER
Previously Judge Pine had denied
attorneys foss the prospective witnesses the right to contest issuance of
the orders. The judge ruled that he
could not permit a legal challenge to
the immunity grants until the witnesses had "suffered some legal
wrong."
The intervention of the circuit court
was an emergency action urged by defense attorneys to halt use of the immunity orders pending further consideration of the issues. Defense attorneys are now hopeful of a permanent stay that will suspend the orders
until an appeal to the higher courts on
several grounds has run its course.
HONOLULU WITNESSES
The three Honolulu witnesses involved in the immunity proeeedings
are Robert McEirath, public relations
director for Local 142, Myer Symonds,
attorney for the same local, and former
Honolulu Record columnist, Wilfred
Oka. All three refused to testify before
the Eastland Committe last December
on the grounds of the First and Fifth
A mendments.
At that time the ILWU charged that
the Eastland-directed hearings were
aimed at smearing statehood and dam-

Delegate Robert Roliatch, Local 10
president: "We longshoremen in the
San Francisco Bay area know that trade
with China will be the best thing that
could happen, to guarantee us plenty
of work and prosperity."

aging the ILWU. Subsequent reports
issued by the Subcommittee fully confirmed these charges.
TO THROTTLE STATEHOOD
The immunity orders were originally set into-motion by Eastland at the
same time Hawaii statehood was scheduled for hearings. Use of the immunity
grants would have given Eastland and
his general counsel, Robert Morris, an

p... What a Fighter
This Union is.. .
AN FRANCISCO — Ed Harrell,
Jr., had to resign from the General Board of ILWU Local 6 because he transferred his job to a
different area and would therefore
come under a different union jurisdiction.
He wrote to Local 6 Secretary.
Treasurer Richard Lynden:
"I thought the people in Local 6
had rocks in their heads when 1
first joined as a permit member in
August of 1943. Imagine, I thought,
having all these meetings and being
so damned fussy about their precious conditions.
"I thought all of this and more
until I wised up one day and found
out what a real fighter this union
is, and Imw really hard the union
fought to get these conditions.
"I found out a few things about
such things as brotherhood, fair
play, unity, and that if we didn't
know what was going on, rumors
would start.
"I learned that the best weapon
for any rumor was truth.
"How were we to get this truth
if we didn't have these meetings?
And I found out why the men were
so fussy about their conditions;
they fought hard for them, and I
became fussy too.
"Thanks for everything."

S

opportunity to throw the same kind
of loaded questions at the witnesses as
were used against the late Canadian
Ambassador Herbert Norman.
Under the immunity orders, witnesses are stripped of the protection of
the Fifth Amendment and compelled
to answer any and all questions, OF
face prosecution for contempt of Congress.
RUBBER STAMP
Defense attorneys are appealing the
position taken by District Judge Pine
on several grounds, among which is a
contention that the law is unconstitutional on its face. One of the main arguments is that the Act make* the
courts a rubber stamp for the legislative branch of the government, a step
that conflicts with the division of powers.between the three branches of government.
The Supreme Court has upheld the
constitutionality of the Immunity Law
only as applied to grand juries, or in
effect, its use by the executive branch
of the government acting on its own.
In its decision the court specifically
took note that it was not passing upon
the congressional section of the law.

Federal Fish Loansi
Are in Demand
(From The D)spatmher's

WV1.4bingiou

Itureau)„

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Applications
for fishery loans, under the Fish ancle!
Wildlife Act of 1956, have reached a
total of $6,335,000, or nearly twothirds of the $10,000,000 made available for this purpose. ILWU figured
actively in passage of this legislation.
In revealing the extent of applications accepted for processing, Assistant Secretary of Interior Ross L. Leffler said 64 are from Pacific Coast
states for a total of $3,21A.000 and the
balance from other sections of the
country, including Hawaii and Alaska.

Delegate William S. Lawrence, Local
13 president, was the hard working
secretary of the convention Resolti.
+ions Committee.

ILWU Policy on World Peace

'The Right of Ordinary People to
Control Their Lives as They Wish'
• Following is the full text of the
Statement of Policy on World Peace
adopted by the ILWU Twelfth Biennial
Convention in San Francisco, which
met April 1 through 5:
In. April, 1951, during the Korean
War, when the world came close to
World War III, the ILWU took its
stand for peace with a positive program of action which we felt would
end the fighting and help prevent a
new war from breaking out. In policy
declarations since then the union has
emphasized first that all outstanding
Issues can and must be negotiated because no side can win its point by
war, and second that the establishment
and maintenance of peace in the world
must rest, in the final analysis, upon
the right of ordinary people to control
their lives and their destinies as they
see fit.
ILWU PROPOSALS PAID OFF
These declarations and the union
point of view have stood up, and today
appear to' be even more appropriate
than six years ago. Many of the ILWU
proposals, such as ending the Korean
war, or bringing about a cease fire in
Indo-China and Indonesia or mutual
disarmament and outlawing H-bomh
production and testing have either already been realized or are today close
to negotiation. Everywhere it is clear
that the world is changing and moving
Irresistibly, toward the goals of common people everywhere, the goals of
peace, security, and self-determination.
More and more people are insisting on
running their own lives.
WANT SELF-GOVERNMENT
Such changes-in the world were well
expressed by Kwatne Nkruraah of the
new African state of Ghana when he
said, "If we are to he misgoverned, we
want to misgovern ourselves."
The tragedy is that over these years

of rapid change, despite the great sympathy of the American people for the
efforts of titeir fellow men to improve
their lot, and despite the readiness of
the American people to support a constructive and peaceful foreign policy,
such a policy has never been worked
out and put into effect by the leaders
of our country.
There is no question but that the
need is for an American foreign policy
which recognizes the changes taking
place in the world and places the great
democratic tradition of our country
where it rightfully belongs, aiding and
even leading the people who are today
looking for new answers and new
paths. When our country abdicated
such a role for itself other countries
and other ideas moved in.
PEOPLE IN REVOLT
, As Supreme Court Justice William
0. Douglas observed in respect to the
changes now taking place in Asia:
"In the absence of a single American handbook on how to run a revolution, Asian* turned to the teachings
of Karl Marx for their manifesto when
they were ready to revolt against their
‘
colonial rulers." dr
What the American people want is
a foreign policy they can be proud of,
a foreign policy which is on all fours
with our own revolutionary history
and traditions and with our own people's decent attitude of live and let live,
The opportunity is here for our
country to play a great and historic
role. We are well equipped to do such
a job. Unfortunately, as time runs out,
we are permitting the opportunity to
slip out of our hands. In addition, under the guidance of Dulles and others,
the great strength and influence of our
land has more often than not been
thrown agaitist change and for status
quo, white the great moral authority

of the United States has been lost in
a morass of opportunistic deals which
seem to start unraveling just as soon
as they are knitted together.
THIS WE BELIEVE
The ILWU firmly believes that the
road to peace today can be built by
US policies which:
1. Lead to mutual disarmament and
the banning of all A and II bomb testa
and production.
2. thing about more top-level talks
between the USA, USSR, Great Britain,
France and India.
3. Continue to support and re.
enforce the authority of the United
Nations.
4. Call upon all nations to end the
so-called regional pacts outside the UN
and bring back all troops behind the
borders of their own country.
5. Recognize and aid the movement.
for independence and nationalism.
6. Increase world trade and the exchange of information and delegations
between the USA and all countries of
the world, including China.
'7. Foster plebiscites and referen ,,
duins by people to determine the polides, programs and theories they wish
to follow in their own best judgment-

Japan Crab in Oregon
While Local Men Idle
ASTORIA. Ore. Northwest• senators
Morse and Magnuson were asked this
week if it is "legal" for packers to
bring in Japanese-caught and Japanesecanned crab under American packing
company labels. The local crab fleet is
on the beech, and American fishermen
can't afford to fish at the price (said
to be 8 cents) the same packers allow
them per pound.
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In history, as long as human beings have searched
for ways to put more pleasure into life and dull its
pains. No one can say he is immune and be sure of it.

Not long Ago Addiction Actually
Caused by Patent Medicines

Opiates Depress and Slow the
Body Down—Sometimes to Death

OPIATES are sedatives. They do not effect
'
everyone the same way, but the general effect is
to depress functioning of body and mind. The user
Is usually sleepy and quiet most of the time, he
MONG the influences on addiction in any group
doesn't think clearly, he doesn't get hungry and thereof people are religion, economics, customs, and
fore doesn't eat properly with resulting low resistance
availability of the drug, all of which can change with
to disease, he is constipated, he rarely feels any
time. For instance, in 1900 many patent medicines
sexual
urge, his breathing slows down—to the point
and soft drinks in the United States were loaded with
of death in overdoses.
narcotics. You could walk into a store, buy as much
This is not the picture of the person who commits
as you wanted, not knowing what you were getting,
violent crimes. When an opiate addict has the drug
and wind up an addict. Heroin was originally introhe is most often half-dozing; when he doesn't he Is
duced as a non-addicting pain killer. Only later was it
nick—withdrawal illness can be very severe, with
recognized as a highly addicting drug, far more so
muscle jerking, diarrhea and vomiting, sometimes
than morphine, and banned in medical practice. Tol
bloody, and intense nervousness.
day you hear a great deal about the influence of custom, the young people who get started on drugs
through social pressure from the people they know,
thinking they will be the ones who can take it or
leave It.
Why, really, does anyone get a drug habit? Many
doctors consider addiction a symptom of disease
rooted in social and economic conditions which tend
to create dissatisfaction, unhappiness, conflict, tension and strife. This is the view of Drs. David W.
Maurer' and Victor H. Vogel in Narcotics and Narcotic Addiction, a book used in many schools to give
teachers the information they need to present youngsters with an accurate picture of why they should
not experiment on themselves.
Long-range prevention is clearly a large order.
Drs. Maurer and Vogel advocate this program:
• Education, so that people will know more about
the effects of narcotics on body and mind, and realize that the person using addicting drugs is actually
turning his back on life.
• Enforcement of the laws on narcotics traffic
and use, which will help keep addiction from spreading.
• For the long pull, attack on the social and ecoCrimes committed by opiate addicts, morphine
nomic conditions that break down the individual to
and heroin users in the main, are generally to get
the point where he takes to drugs.
money to buy the drug. Stealing is likely to become
Following is information on what some of the most
a habit as addiction gets very expensive, sometimes
commonly used addicting drugs do to people. It is not
$100 a day or more. As sedatives don't make for
possible here to cover all the things that go with
boldness, users prefer sneak thievery, gambling, panaddiction, like the contacts with the underworld, the
dering and prostitution to holdups, though of course
pushers, etc.
there are dangers when they are caught in the act of
stealing. And there are occasional cases where sedatives have the opposite effect from the ordinary.
Opiates have the greatest effect when injected
directly into a vein, the procedure called mainlining,
which results in much scarring of the veins, and
N ADDICTED person has lost his self-control as
absceses, often from dirty equipment.
to the drug, abusing it to the extent that he
Besides the opiates there are opiate-like synthethurts himself and his community. Addiction is charics with similar properties. Science has developed
acterized by one or more of the following:
these in its still unsuccessful search for a drug that
Tolerance; physical dependence during Illness
can effectively relieve pain and will cause no addicwhen the addict does not get the drug; and emotional
tion. Demerol and methadone are examples.
dependence on the drug.
All three of these occur in opiate addiction. The
opiates include morphine and heroin. In some people
the first dose, * small one, produces more or less
Intense pleasure. The pleasure is short-lived because
tolerance develops—at first the addict gets the effect
ARIJUANA is a different kind of drug, an IDhe wants from a small dose, then has to take more
and more to get the same effect, then pleasure distoxicant. On the surface it may appear not to
appears and life becomes a scramble to get a steady
be addicting because it does not create the physical
supply of the drug just to keep going. A few hours
dependence and withdrawal Illness that go with Woe
with no drug brings on withdrawal symptoms, a physiof morphine and heroin. Its effects are unpredictable:
cal illness varying in severity among individuals
commonly a marijuana cigarette gives the smoker
and also depending on how much of what drug a
feeling of power, distorts his notions of time and
person has been taking for how long.
space—a particular danger in driving—causes gigglial

T
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'HE BEST cure for drug addiction, according to
TDr. P. O. Wolff .of the United Nations' World
Health Organization is "not to become an addict."
Some would call this the only "cure." One law
officer working in enforcement of narcotics laws said
he would personally prefer death to seeing any member of his family ever get on drugs. In 25 years this
man has watched the effects of the drug habit on
hundreds of people, never yet learning of an addict
staying off drugs more than a few months.
At the same lime, new efforts are being made to
solve the addiction problem, with some progress reported in communities that have organized programs
to help addicts stay away from drugs. Not many communities have such programs. Where to go for help
Is a major question for addicts who do want to quit;
without help the outlook is bleak. In communities
that do have a program for addicts, there are still
hurdles like finding work for the man or woman with
a jail record. Those concerned, the doctors, the law,
the soda! agencies, the addicts who have got to the
stage of wanting to break their habit, would agree
that prevention_ of addiction is the most effective
approach to the problem.
The number of addicts in this country no one
really knows. You can count people in jail, only make
estimates about those who have had no contact with
the law. The problem, however, is a big one; it's part
of a larger challenge to the community, the mental
health problem.
Like alcoholism, drug addiction draws no social
or any other lines. It happens to the poor, the rich,
and those in between, to men and to women, to people in all kinds of occupations, with all degrees of
Intelligence, to people who on the surface appear not
to have a difficulty in the world, and to those who
must deal with such obstacles as discrimination in
their daily lives. This has been true from way back

Drug addicti
world's most trc
There is only
'Don't become a

Person loses Self-Control—Hurts
Himself, Family and Community

A

Madonna Is Stimukting, Creates
Dangerous, Ilnpreiktable Delusions

M
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end laughter when nothing is funny, and makes all
kinds of suggestions sound fine.
Suggestability and unpredictability are two of the
great dangers in using marijuana. It often happens
that a peddler, wanting for money reasons to get a
marijuana smoker onto heroin (marijuana costs little)
suggests a heroin injection, for free. The same thing
can happen to a person drunk on alcohol. Normally
the person would say no, but in an intoxicated state
he may say yes and thus get into addiction deeper
and deeper. Or if a crime is suggested intoxication
tan make it easier to get involved. Even someone
Who has used marijuana for years cannot predict the
effect. One man who had used it for three years withgetting into outward trouble made a violent
attack on another man after smoking marijuana.
Cocaine is another intoxicant. A cocaine addict
usually combines it with a sedative, opiate or barbiturate, because alone it cause extreme tension, anxiety,
and many fears. A combined dose of cocaine and
heroin or morphine is called a speedball; often it's
taken along with alcohol to increase the intoxication.
End result can be hallucinations, delusions such as
being chased, a danger to anyone who happens to be
around as the addict may think the bystander is
after him.

Even Ordinary Sleeping Pills
Can Create Serious Addiction

.ction—one of the
tragic diseases!
one sure cure:
ai an addict.
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Controlled Drugs Prescribed by
Doctors Seldom Cause Addiction
HE NORMAL person who is given prescribed
doses of morphine or a synthetic like demerol, say
after an operation or accident, gets no pleasure from
It, just relief of pain. U he has to have the drug long
enough to develop physical dependence on it, he is
still not emotionally dependent and has no trouble
later. The person with enough problems so that he's
likely to become addicted, on the other hand, may
get pleasure as well as relief of pain from drugs used
in medical treatment. However, the number of people who get started on drugs in this way is probably
much exaggerated; it seems more respectable to be a
"medical addict" than to have no definite reason to
blame. Heroin and marijuana are not used in medical
care. Another drug that is used in medicine and
should be noted is codeine, an opiate. It is milder
than morphine, but still has some addicting powers
and should be used only as prescribed.
Treatment for addicts poses many problems. Few
"seek medical care directly since their habit is illegal.
In jail withdrawal of the drug is often by the sudden,
complete method, with no tapering off, no medicine
to make the withdrawal illness less severe, and no
followup. In any case withdrawal is not easy, but it
is not unbearable when done in a hospital properly
equipped to handle such cases. Most doctors use what
Is called "rapid" withdrawal, decreasing dosage over •
a few days instead of cutting out a drug immediately.

T

LL THESE narcotics are controlled by federal
law, a tax law but still clearly aimed at drug
traffic and use. State laws vary, some stricter than

A

others. California's, for Instance, covers not only any
kind of dealing in these drugs, including giving them
away, but also use. Here it is illegal to be under the
influence of an addicting drug, unless it has been
legitimately prescribed by a doctor. In some states
the laws cover traffic in drugs only.
Other potentially addicting drugs, including the
barbiturates, benzedrine and benzedrine-like drugs,
dexedrine, for example, and the bromides, are not
controlled by narcotic laws. The only con t r ol is
through food and drug acts and regulations on prescriptions. The barbiturates are the drug so commonly used in sleeping pills. An addict does not sleep
after taking barbiturates; he takes large quantities
and achieves intoxication instead of rest. Physical
dependence and withdrawal illness can be even more
severe than with the opiates.
All this is not to say that some of the narcotics
do not have their place in medicine. Until a nonaddicting drug effective in relieving pain is developed,
they will have to be used. For instance, when a person is dying from a painful condition, you worry
about reducing the pain, not addiction.
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Under careful control substitute drugs, like the synthetic methadone, can be used, addicting in themselves but producing a milder withdrawal illness.

Cure is Long, Tough—Patient
Must Really Want to Omit
ALIFORNIA law requires that treatment be
undertaken only in jails and approved hospitals
and institutions, with restraint necessary. Once the
physical illness is over some restraint must continue
because people who want to stay off get too optimistic too fast, and the rest want to get back to their
old ways. The two federal hospitals treating addicts
found this a big difficulty with people who entered
voluntarily. Treatment of 4/
1
2 to 6 months is recommended, with a period of convalescence after withdrawal, most patients need medical care because addiction leads to poor physical health. Efforts must
also be made to treat the causes of emotional dependence on drugs. Even under ideal conditions addiction
is likely to be a chronic matter, with relapses. Re- lapse does not necessarily mean complete failure,
however; many feel the efforts are worthwhile if a
person can stay off drugs for months or years and
return to a useful job and life. Another point here is
that it may take many relapses before an addict
really wants to quit.

C

British System of Legal Drugs
Achieves Sensational Results
NE SUGGESTION on control of narcotics is to
make them legal. This proposal has been hotly
debated in the U. S., with the argument on one side
that addicts getting drugs legally are thought to spread their habit to other people. On the other side,
In a recent New York speech, Dr. Karl M. Bowman
of the University of California Medical School
praised the British System which encourages addicts
to seek medical treatment and gives them narcotic
prescriptions on their physicians' orders. Britain has
about one-sixtieth the proportion of addicts in its
population that we have, Dr. Bowman reported. Of
course, legal drugs cost nothing like illegal ones, so
that an addict does not have to steal to support his
habit. Dr. Bowman urged that the addict be treated
as a sick person, not a criminal.
There are debates on many other angles of the
problem, medical, legal and social, with the answers
still clearly for the future and a lot of work to ba
done,
The best answer for the present, as the UN physician said, is not to become an addict.

O

Rob US Treasury to Pay for Chiang's'Old Army'
An article in the April, 1957, issue
of the VFW Magazine (published
monthly by the Veteran's of Foreign
Wars of the United States) written
by Rep. George H. Christopher (D.,
Mo.) exposes to the American taxpaying public, perhaps for the first time,
that they are supporting "two veteran's programs—one for American veterans, and another for aging and ailing soldiers of the Chinese Nationalist
Army on Formosa,"
Congressman Christopher comments
that while the veteran program for
Americans receives enormous publicity
the second program for aging and ailing soldiers on Formosa receives virtually no publicity—and no criticism
whatsoever.
On December 7, 1949, Chiang-kai
Shek was forced to withdraw his dwindling nationalist forces from the China
Mainland to Formosa.
At this time," said this article in
the VFW Magazine, "many of his soldiers were becoming either too old or
too disabled to be effective as combat

men. As the years progressed, there
arose an urgent need to replace these
ineffectives with younger men."
Congressman Christopher continues
by pointing out that the Generalissimo
faced two problems. (1) "His men
could not return to the China Mainland and (2) the Formosan economy
was not equipped to absorb the few
who could make the transition from
military to civilian employment."
48 MILLION HANDOUT
Here is how these problems were
solved two years ago:
"Chiang convinced the United States
government that, inasmuch as the US
is committed to holding Formosa
against the Bed Chinese, American
military aid should also take care of
the Chinese veteran problem. Needless
to say, the administration and Congress went to Chiang-kai Shek's assistance. They authorized the expenditure of $48 million for Chlang's old
soldiers."
Today, the Congressman writes, the
United States is in the process of

spending $46 million United States tax
dollars to rid Chiang-kai Shek's army
of approximately 80,000 over-age and
disabled soldiers. An additional $2 million is being spent to recruit new men
into the Nationalist army.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE WINDFALL
Congressman Christopher passed the
Information that a former assistant
administrator of veteran's affairs,
Harold V. Sterling, now heads up a
private Chicago firm which has the
job of setting up a rehabilitation and
hospital program for the Chinese "veterans."
"Plans call for the construction of
old soldiers' homes, military convalescent camps, a general hospital and
a tuberculosis hospital. Several public
works projects, designed to give employment to thousands of "retired"
Nationalist Chinese veterans, are also
scheduled.
With a program of this magnitude,
$48 million will probably do little more
than lay the foundation. Wang will
then be back for more millions."

In reality says the Congressman, a
large portion of the military aid for
the Chinese Nationalist army, which
has already run into many billions, is
being used to "pension" Chiang-kai
Shek's over-aged troops.
"The same 84th Congress that was
so considerate of the welfare of aging
Chinese veterans, higgled and haggled
over several measures that would have
offered some measure of relief to our
own aging and ailing American veterans.
"Our government can provide billions of dollars for foreign aid—including pensions for foreign veterans
—without risking too many complaints
from the public. But, let Congress attempt to help our own veterans, and
immedisktely a small, but highly vocal
anti-veteran group starts talking about
high taxes bankrupting the national
economy.
There is no way to justify using VS
tax dollars, says the Congressman, for
pensions to Chinese soldiers who ran
away to go to Formosa.
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Local 26 President
Al Caplan Resigns

Columbia River Tragedy

'Right-to-Work'
On County Level
RED BLUFF, Calif. —Tehama
County in Northern California this
week became the first in this state
to pass a county "right-to-work"
law.
The measure, which a local politician said means that "no one has
to belong to a union to get hired or
to retain the job he has," was passed
as a surprise move by the local
board of supervisors in a 3-2 vote.
A recent AFL-CIO drive to organize a variety store and several other
business establishments here, led to
the formation of a so-called "citi
zens' committee" favoring the antiunion county ordinance.
The board of supervisors had
agreed to withhold any action until
both sides had fully presented their
eases. However, without warning,
the "right - to - work" measure was
suddenly passed.

LOS ANGELES -- Al Caplan, president of ILWU Local 26 for the past
eight years, and member of the Intel'national Executive Board of the ILWU
sinee 1951, resigned his post on April
14, fir personal reasons.
He will be succeeded by Vice President iieorge Lee, and Hy Orkin, busines,. agent, was appointed vice president by membership ratification of the
local's executive board recommendsAt his last meeting before the membership, Caplan said: "It is my sincere
hope the local will continue to fight
for a better standard of living for its
members, that everyone will continue
to pitch in and work together, putting
into practice the ILWU slogan: 'An
Injury to one Is an injury to all.'

Barge Crane Topples—
ills Two Longshoremen
WESTPORT, Ore., April 19—One of
the worst accidents in the history of
the 'front occurred here April 9 when
a cargo-loading crane on an Olson
company barge toppled off Its base,
killing two men.
The dead are Ralph Kuutinen of
Local 50 and Clifford el. "Rusty" Sumner of Local S. Three other longshoremen, Robert Kankkonen, Harry Larson and E. Swanson, all members of
the Astoria local, missed death by
inches in the same accident.
The equipment on the Pacific No, 2,
an ocean-going barge, was of a new
type and in use here for the first time.
Evidence so far indicates the accident
was due to structural failure.
Knutinen had served several times

How ILWU Referendum Dzallot Looks
a

Official Ballot

iniernational Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union

Oregon & Columbia River
INTERNATIOAAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
(Vote for One)
O ROSS, CHARLES (Local 13, Portland)
unopplced: Twelfth lienniat Convention
eanteel no additional candidates'

(Write in)

O

MAY. t9S7

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

Northern California

PRESIDENT
(Vote for One)
O

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
(Vote for Three)

RIDGES, H. R. (Local 10, San Francisco
Cee.110Y.411
(11twapine vooproutal. 1.414th
ellterv41e.mictisioegt

•-

(viva, hi

O BECKER. CHARLES (Local 34. San Francisco)
O DUARTE, CHARLES (CHILI) — (Local 6. San Francis 0)
O SCHMIDT, HENRY (Local 10, San Francisco)

O

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
(Vote for One)

WHEUHAN. EUGENE (Local 54, Stockton)
(Write

f: ROBERTSON, J. R. flosol 6, Soo Francisco,
ppi.J Tw•Iftk $i.iwst.ICwt....404d
11.4.19
dendlidefissi
•Ifer•4

tn

(Write III)

•
.".."."""*".."""

SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT
(Vote (or One)

O

Southern California

BULCKE, GERMAIN (Local, 10, Son Francisco)
flItennitta weeppased Twelfth Ilienniat Convent/4Ni
flihrre4 ye addanal tandidateel

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
(Vote for Two)
(Write In)

O LEE, GEORGE (Local

SECRETARY-TREASURER
(Vote for One)

O

O GUILIN, GORDON (Local 13, Wilmington)

26,

Los Angeles)

O PIERCY, JR., BILL (Local 63, Wilmington)

GOLOBLATT, LOUIS (Local 6, San Francisco)
enaaaavel; Twefftft Lennie( Canvintaitea
04.41 mit limiAl+tHmai comatidatesi

O

, (Write In)

-----•

,..... (Write in)
-- (Write In)

Canada

COAST

LABOR RELATIONS COMIVIMEE MEMBERS
(Two to be elected)
(ta* for two, bet vote only for es* from WeeMaghee end

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
(Vote far One)

O

JOHNSTONE. JOHN

(Local

509.

0.1.4 one end on.

Vancouver, LC.)

O URQUHART, L (Local 507, Vancouver, B.C.)

O
Writ.II

0

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
(Vote for Two)
Crottliwthow pme.teles• tie. ehern Ise eel sm. ems
Immotir• Loe.d minneer Gem no/ or. Foc.i.l
ANDREWS, FRANK N. (Local 47, Olympia)

O

0

(Write In)

Return to

O CURTIS, GLEN (Local 24. Aberdeen)
MALETTA, JOHN (Local 19,

O --

O THOMAS, L. B. (Local 13, Wilmington)

O APPEL, CHARLES (Local it Seattle)

O

BODINE, HOWARO J. (Local 8, Portland)
California Area
(,rot=e for One)

Washington & Alaska
o

from the Califemie ems.)

Wothington and Oregon Area
(Vote for One)

Seafthoi
(Write In)
(thif. le)

INTERNATIONAL
LONGSHOREMEN'S & WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION
Balloting Committee
150 Golden Gots Avenue
Son Francisco 2, California
SALLOTING MUST BE COMPLETED IV MAY ?S. 1957.
THE INTERNATCDNAL OfFICE MUST BE NOTIFIE0 OP
THE RESULTS BY JUNE 4, 1951
6110.ca
4

Above is a strung-out version of the ballots for election of ILWU international officers, executive board members and
the Coast Labor Rerations Committee which was sent to the locals last week by the balloting committee,
Charles (Slim) Murray, chairman, and Martin Callaghan, Joseph Campion. George Sahl and Philip Badalamenti, Jr.
Not included is the ballot for Hawaii which was printed there and was not available to The Dispatcher in time. Three

members of

unopposed candidates there are Ernest Arena, Joseph Kawamura and Y. Morimoto. The four international officer candidates appear on all ballots and the executive board candidates on the ballots of their respective regions. The candidates for Coast Labor Relations committee appear on ballots sent to West Coast longshore, shipsclerks and walking
boss locals. Candidates were nominated at the I 2th Biennial Convention. CLRC candidates were nominated by the coast
dock caucus. Balloting must be completed by May 25 and results made known to the international office before June 4.

as dispatcher of Local 50 and was
treasurer at the time of his death. He
is survived by his widow and three
children.
Sumner transferred to the Portland
local in 1950, from Coos Bay, where
he was a member of Local 12. He
leaves a wife and three step-children.
Mrs., Sumner (Ethelk had just returned from San Francisco, where she
was a delegate to the auxiliary convention.

Warehouse
Demands Are
Presented
(Continued from page 1)
of workers employed in the warehouse
industry.
The union negotiating committee, in
its first report, said:
"Our own membership has shrunk
because of this mechanization. We cannot accept the argument on the part of
a small group of backward employers,
whose production has not gone up because of archaic buildings and inefficlient methods, that we are not entitled
to better rates."
HP LLER BUDGET REVEALING
The union was backed up firmly in
their demands by the independent study
of the Heller budget (a University of
California study) which shows that a
decent standard of living calls for a
minimum of $5,593.59 for a family of
four, who rent their home, and $5,754.54 for home owners.
The employers requested copies of
the Heller budget, the article in Business Week which revealed the five per
cent yearly increase in productivity,
and the various charts and tables which
the union had prepared to back up its
25 cents per hour wage increase demand.
The discussion then turned to the
demands regarding classifications.
While the employers' spokesmen would
not admit, at the outset that classifications were a properly openable subject
for this negotiation, the union spokesmen pointed to the fact that the union
had served notice two years ago that
the subject of classifications would be
opened.
This subject has not been dealt with
for more than eight years.
GLARING INEQUITIES
The union presented statistical material proving that differentials and
classifications for its membership have
fallen behind area and nation-wide
rates. Furthermore, there were glaring
examples of inequities in certain houses
covered by Local 6 contracts in which
highly skilled and specialized work was
being done.
The committee report said, "The demand for changes by our membership
has become so sharp that it can no
longer be ignored."
Finally, the request fctr a three week
vacation after five years service and
four weeks after twenty, was presented.
The union notified the employers before adjourning the first session that
It stands ready to negotiate continuously.
The employers said they want to
study the proposals and their spokesman, Clinton, agreed that It would be
a good idea to keep moving ahead without going into the deadline.
In the chemical industry production
per man-hour has risen an estimated
51.2 per cent between 1949 and 1955,
about 8.5 per cent per year. In 1955
alone wages increased by only 4.2 per
cent while productivity was rising 13.4
per cent. Between 1949 and 1955 wages
of chemical workers increased by 39.1
per cent while the Industry's net
profits after taxes rose by 82.5 per
cent.
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Here Are More Convention Resolution Summaries

JACK PRICK
Local 19

CHARLES (SLIM) MURRAY
Local 8

Following are summaries of resolutions and statements of policy which
Were not included in the April 12 issue
of The Dispatcher because of lack of
space:

Unions under Attack
VERY UNION in America is under
threat by the anti-union BrownellButler bill which has so far been employed against Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers and the UE.
The conspiracy indictment of the
leaders of the Mine-Mill Union under
Taft-Hartley has the same purpose—
to intimidate and harrass these unions
and weaken them through a dissipation
of funds and energy in long and expensive litigation.
The ILWU has warned that in the
drive to keep the labor movement at
heel, every and all laws and gimmicks
would be used against any union or
union leader who stepped out of line.
The entire labor movement should be
alerted; all should realize that any
union which represents the interests
of the rank and file is in danger.

E

Civil Rights
soirtHE MEASURE of freedom existing
in any country is the treatment
afforded minority groups. Discrimination on the grounds of race, color or
political belief and denial of the full
protection of the law are the signs of
incomplete democracy.
The Negro people in the United
States today are involved in the most
crucial struggle since the Civil War—
a struggle equally important to all
other Americans.
The Negro people's demand for full
citizenship is expressed in the battle
to end segregation in schools and on
buses and to establish an FEPC to end
discrimination on the job.
Even the most modest federal legislation is being blocked by threats of
filibuster. The US Supreme Court and
Negroes and whites alike supporting
civil rights have been threatened by
violence and intimidation.
The ILWU condemns such violence.
In addition, this union supports legislation aimed at guaranteeing civil rights
for all and reiterates its past policy of
doing whatever we can to make American democracy live up to its promises
to all regardless of place of origin,
color of skin, religious or political belief or station in life.'

Eastland Committee
HE EASTLAND Committee activities against the ILWU in Hawaii
were aimed first at reducing the
union's political activity and influence;
second, at building a record to be used
against Statehood; and third, at Weak-

T

CHARLES APPEL
Local 11
•

JOHN

E. WALKER
Local 11

ening and dividing the ILWU in line
with demands of certain Hawaii employers.
The committee's attack took place
under the cloak of the most fantastic
abuse of congressional power and
turned up with nothing.
The smear job was started even before the committee left Washington
and there was no interest in learning
the truth about either Hawaii or the
ILWU.
The Eastland committee tried to
make it appear that the democratically
controlled WWII in Hawaii was a
"communist conspiracy," but not an
Iota of evidence turned up.
The committee is continuing its
abuses by utilizing the so-called immunity statute to force testimony from
three witnesses.
There is only one answer to such
attacks and abuse: his to build more
union democracy — not less. It is to
fight harder for a decent union program and not run for cover.

legislative Protection
For Working Women
HE CURRENT anti-labor drive has
already begun to make inroads on
the protections for working women
which have been laboriously built up
over several decades.
Employers and their representatives
in stale legislatures are trying to turn
back the clock—and they are making
progress because the labor movement
has not been sufficiently alert.
Numerous bills have been passed
which exempt certain groups of women
from the 8-hour law. Minimum wage
and hours protection to women domestics and agricultul workers have been
refused.
The trend of many decades which
was to protect working women has
been reversed and copies of this resolution shall be sent to appropriate
members of legislatures.

T

Labor in Latin America
HE LABOR movement of South and
Central America has been under
tremendous attack and harrassment. In
many countries trade unions are outlawed or government controlled. Low
wages, long hours and miserable working conditions are the rule.
In many Latin American republics
violence is now the rule and legitimate
workers' organizations are held down.
Nevertheless rank and file workers are
fighting for improvements in wages,
conditions and union rights.
The struggles of Latin American
workers today are similar to what has
been 'going on in other countries now
coming out of colonialism.
The ILWU recognizes the historic

T

DEWEY LONG
Local 13 '

significance of this battle for freedom
and trade union rights and we will
seek to strengthen our bonds of friendship and solidarity with our brother
trade unionists of Latin America in
every way possible.

Minimum Wages in
American Possessions
HE NATIONAL minimum wage
scale does not prevail in American
possessions; the product of such labor
paid for at sub-standard wages travels
in interstate commerce and undercuts
competitive goods on the market.
The convention resolved that the
appropriate federal agencies and congressional committees be urged to
amend the law to establish minimum
wages in all American possessions.

T

Hers Canyon Dam
HE CONVENTION adopted a statement of policy favoring government
construction of the high dam at Hell's
Canyon as being of enormous value to
the entire Northwest and the key to
a comprehensive development of the
Columbia River Basin with federally
produced and operated flood control
and power facilities.
Idaho Power Company with the support of the Republican administration
has thus far won all the decisions in
that.area against the will of the people.
The will of the people in that area,
RS shown by the election victories of
Richard Neuberger in 1954 and of
Wayne Morse in 1956 is being overridden.- Douglas McKay, who was defeated in the senatorial race in large
measure on give-away issues, is winning through the courts—but it is not
too late. Congress can still reverse the
action on the Federal Power Commission—we urge Congress to net immediately.
At the same time the convention
went on record in favor of preserving
and developing the lower Columbia
River Salmon Sanctuary.

T

State Workmen's
Compensation Acts
HE ILWU was primarily responsible for the improvements in the
Longshoremen's and Harbi5r Workers'
Act when it was amended in July, 1956.
However, practically all ILWU dock
workers are victims of sub-standard
provisions of state compensation acts.
This creates the extremely ridiculous
situation of one union member, injured
on the docks, receiving far less in disability benefits than his brother injured aboard ship. Both workmen are
employed in America's most hazardous
industry.

T

YANt'141 ARAKAKI
Local 142

iramsets

141'11N/iNIC
Local

The convention went on record to
establish a tri-state legislative commitrnittee striving to obtain amendments
to the state compensation acts equivalent to, or better than, the minimum
provisions of the federal act. And,
further, to work to the end of applying
this program to Alaska and Hawbii.

Capital Punishment
WITH THE abolishment of capital
VY punishment being considered in
several states and many officials doubting that capital punishment has tver
deterred crime, and, evidence showing
that most victims of capital punishment are from working class families
and minority groups, the ILWU convention went on record in favor of
abolishing capital punishment.

Pension arid WAN*
THIS* RESOLUTION deals with the
i fact that many ILWU wives are
deprived, upon the death of their husbands, of welfare and benefits for
which they and their husbands fought
and sacrificed. It resolves that this
convention work to continue paid medical coverage to widows and minor children and that widows of ILWU members should receive $100 a month for
a year following the death of their
husbands.
•

Initiative iiimher 198
HE UNITED LABOR Committee in
I opposition to Initiative No. 198 Was
well supported by ILWU local unions
and auxiliaries inside and outside the
state of Washington and is to be congratulated for the great job done in
the defeat of the so-called "right-towork" initiative.
The convention went on record to
work closer with all organizations to
liberalize legislation so that it will be
more favorable to labor.

T

Foreign Labor
arHE BIG banker-farmers, epear111 headed by the Associated Farmers
of California, are currently busy recruiting agricultural contract foreign
labor in the Orient and Latin America.
Their obvious motive is to undermine
the unionization of American workers
by pitting one nationality against another in the labor market. This ail!
tend to lower the general standard of
living bream* such employment is at
companied by low wages, poor honking
facilities and substandard working condition*.
The convention went on record 0)posing the employment of foreign
workers at substandard wages and conditions to break down US labor standards.
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NY AMERICAN who looks at TV
knows that for every ache or pain
there is some patent medicine which
Is guaranteed to take care of what ails
you. When you're living high on the
hog, eating too much and too well, and
drinking too much along with it,
there's any one of a hundred different
remedies which are being sold to
straighten you out—practically overnight, too.
Now some of us have our own pet
remedy to do the job. Maybe it's a
hair of the dog that bit you, or sulphur and molasses, or this pill or that
What works for one guy won't for another. But each swears by his own
remedy and wants everyone else to
try it.
When the body gets sick the right
remedy has to be found—even if what
we're talking about is a sick labor
movement and not a sick human body.
The American labor movement has
been living high these past few years.
Things have been coming too easy and
too fast, with the result that a real
sickness has gradually spread through
the whole. system. A stiff dose is
needed, and needed quick before dry
rot or something worse sets in. But
neither the TV nor the McClellan investigating committee should be relied
on to diagnose the ailment nor to prescribe the right relief.
The reason for this is obvious when
the patient happens to be the labor
movement. These particular quack doetors are out to kill the patient, not to
cure hint

A

Successful

San Francisco Bay Area Pensioners held a sueDance cessful dance on April 13, starting at 8 in the
evening and lasting until the early morning hours. Almost 400 pensioners and
friends attended the' festivities. The four ladies seen above, who worked many
hours on the table decorations and in preparing the food are, left to right,
Louise Brutschy, Elizabeth Christ, Asia Harman and Edith Pedranti. All are
wives of Local 10 pensioners except Mrs. Harman, whose husband is a member
of Local 6,

VET when you come right down to
it there's no great secret about
what ails the labor movement these
days. And the remedy is a simple one,

too. The ailment is too much top level
control, too much respectability, and
too much business unionism. The remedy is a good dose of ordinary, o14.
fashioned rank and file democracy.
It might well be that some of the
high paid labor statesmen who have
grown fat on the labor movement will
find this particular remedy a bitter
pill to take. Even so, the remedy
should not be postponed. Chances are
that those labor leaders who fear a
good dose of rank and file democracy
most are the very ones who will be
separated from the pie once the treatment gets underway.
Of course, once the rank and Ms
democracy treatment is started there
are supplementary medicines which
can be found in the same medicine
chest. These will help keep the labor
movement strong and healthy and prevent it from relapsing into illness.
For example, on the job a hardworking steward setup to enforce the
contract and to process grievances
quickly and honestly. Rank and Me
discussion of contract demands before
negotiations, and rank and file ratification of the contract after it is negotiated and before it goes into effect,
are both necessary. Rank and the votes
before going on strike and before returning to work will also help keep a
union healthy and on its toes.

EINANCIAL accounting to the

membership which carries the freight
will make certain that,no one dips into
the till. Frequent local meetings and
conventions and constitutional provisions protecting the power of the membership to run the union are equally
good safeguards to prevent a unless
from drifting into one kind of decay
or another.
When you come right down to it
there is nothing wrong with the union
movement which can't be cured by
turning it back to the members. If
they are In there fighting for their
own interests and their own welfare,
the enemies of labor will really have
something to worry about—it will be
the strength of the working people
and the use of this strength to get a
bigger share of the good things of life
for themselves. When the enemies of
labor have this worry, we'll know that
the unions are in good health once
more.

Low-Cost Holiday
Is Announced
SAN FRANCISCO—A new idea ta
a low-cost luxury travel package for
ILWIJ members was announced at Local 10's. membership meeting on April
22.
A round trip to Hawaii by sir plus
eight days at the luxurious EdgewaterReef Hotels is being offered ILWill
members at a bargain rate of $248.
This plan for a tropical vacation ht,
Hawaii for members of the union, at
a surprisingly low cost, was worked
out by Julius Stern, Local 10 welfare
director, and William Chester, Northern California Regional Director, in
co-operation with the Empire Travel
Service of San Francisco.

Local 13 Man Wins
$45.000 Damage Suit

Catalina Longshoremen

Sallie Catalina Island is 76 square miles of mountaintop rising out of the
ocean southwest of Los Angeles. It is a part of Los Angeles County. The island is reached by boats operated by the Catalina Island Steamship Line and a longshore force of 14 members of Local
13 of the ILV4/U load and unload baggage and other freight at the line's terminal points, Wilmington, California and
Avalon. A gang of seven works at each port. They come under all of the master provisions of the ILWU-PMA contract and
in addition have an agreement with the Catalina Island Steamship Line by which they get a guaranteed annual wage in
lump sum spread over the 52 weeks of the year. The Avalon gang is shown at work unloading baggage above. The gang
consists of Les Price, foreman, Fred "Bib" Falk gang steward, Carl Johnson crane operator Paul Youngker, lift operator, and Kenneth Butler, S. J. "Spud" Ryan and Magdalen° "Maggie" Hernandez. The boat leaves Wilmington at 10 amt.
every morning and arrives at Avalon at 12:05. It leaves Avalon at 4 p.m and arrives at Wilmington at 6 p.m. The rates
are moderate and the waterfront of Avalon might well be called the poor man's Waikiki. The City of Avalon occupies I
i„square mile of the island and is about 49 percent developed. If has beautiful beaches with little or no surf.

WILMINGTON — Jose Manz°, a
member of Local 13, won a damage
verdict of $45,000 April 4 in Us
Angeles Superior Court against the
Holland-American Line.
Manz° was injured November 14„
1955, when he was struck by a falling
stanchion aboard the SS Dietnerd34t.

Answer To Who Said It
President Eisenhower in a speech
to the nation on April 16, 1953.

